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The Democratic Republic:
SIMPLE – LEGAL – OUR CHOICE
For hundreds of years powerful families have worked behind the scenes to gain
control, not just of the financial system but also of the political system; mass media;
education until finally their agents and deceits infiltrate every group, science, sect,
religion and philosophy. Agents employ top PR to influence people to accept ideas or
to vote for ‘party promoted’ candidates. The “Party System” is totally undefended
against this corruption and freely allows behind scenes manipulators to insert and
promote disguised agents along with the chosen 'gullible arrogant' who, in keeping with
the rest of the community, have no idea of how the system is manipulated.
There is no barrier whatever to this gradual progress! As control consolidates
Globalists leave (or intend to leave) no Achilles’ heel of weakness.
Behind scenes powers work for world ownership, they don't need money, they
own the financial system: they now think they have their secret war won but do they
seriously misread the true nature of humanity? Can we still see reason?
Political Party systems are created for elitist control, each party competes for
the prize of serving the ‘masters’ (each a pawn in the same game) while the
commonalty neither know nor seem to care that party system government has, for over
two thousand years, been known to be inefficient, and a power group tool.
Stooges, given a little training and support, easily gain control of any new party
or movement; with power over information media how simple it is.
Citizens have closed eyes to the fact that their ‘vote’, when given to people not
first chosen by the electorate itself, is a self-castration; the electorate makes of itself a
political eunuch then fights for faked Democracy and ‘demands’ castration for others.
Legally the choice is still ours but we buy ‘flattering’ seductions because we
love to compete for a prize we are seduced to believe gives advantage to “our group”,
yet even when it does advantage us a little we are impotent to serve our own best
interests. Our education gives us no insight! We do not see that were even wasted
energies put to honest use, all would be better off. Why are we unable to see this?
True democracy requires each electorate to “directly choose” and elect its own
representative. This is the legal right and duty of every citizen in every nation with a
constitution originally based on English common law.
Were our minds educated to human reason and understanding of our true
nature, we would clearly see that all rights are created, held, made public and protected
by this simple act of deliberate community selection! Can we still not see that?
A party system can never be democratic because its members serve a group;
that fact, and the simple logic of it, has been known for centuries. By failing this social
duty to choose our own representative we hand the power of government to a globalist
sect along with all our human rights and understandings.
With the community mind now rigged to believe a false ideology, candidates
chosen by vested interests and promoted by P.R. need neither ability nor honesty'; highpaid advisers convince or discipline any who challenge the party line. Parties no longer
honestly represent the community segments they claim to represent. With a ‘dumbed
down’ population, all they need is a thin disguise!
But I believe we can understand the trick; we can explain it to others and
redeem our human heritage of development and democracy.
Now just a little of what other investigators reveal:
How cultures are shaped to accept enslavement!
“Passive consumers of television also submit to the powers of people skilled in
the use of fantasy as a means of re-calibrating public attitudes and moral values, or
any other matter of consequence.
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“Of all the arts,” commented founding Soviet dictator Vladimir Lenin,
“cinema is the most important.” Lenin’s regime pioneered the use of cinematic
propaganda as a means of building the total state, and Lenin’s heirs from Hitler to Kim
Jong-II have used his techniques.
In his precautionary tale “1984” George Orwell anticipated the use of
television as an instrument of totalitarian social engineering: Every hapless subject of
Big Brother’s regime was required to commune with the omnipresent “telescreen,” …
[This we now do so by choice. A.G.]
Most Americans would disagree that our society has much if anything in
common with the dismal despotism portrayed by Orwell. But Russian anti-Communist
Alexander Zinovyev, a world-renowned author who actually lived under such a regime,
sees America descending into the same nightmare ..
[Media indoctrination is now far more advanced, and techniques more subtle.
Knowledge of the fact that our humanity is a learning has been used to gradually
undermine our humanity as explained in other literature and articles. A.G.]
“It is enough to switch on the TV set, to go to the movies, to open a bestseller,… to listen to the ubiquitous music,” complained Zinovyev in the July 24, 1999
issue of France’s Le Figaro, “and you’ll find them propagating the cult of sex, violence
and money. Noble slogans about tolerance and respect for others are concealing those
three pillars of totalitarian democracy.” [These ‘noble slogans’ are part of the
ideological camouflage called Humanism that disguises our ‘Totalitarian Democracy’.
A.G.]

The Devious Dialectic or, How Our Human Nature is Undermined.
To be most effective, the peddlers of cultural corruption must work in tandem
with change agents who employ sophisticated tactics of psychological manipulation in
the service of collectivism. Dean Gotcher of the Institute for Authority Research has
spent much of his life studying the ways in which change agents infiltrate and subvert
communities in order to undermine established values.
According to Gotcher, one of the most successful ploys used by those cultural
revolutionaries is the “dialectic process,” in which diverse groups of people, in a
facilitated environment, are led to submerge their disagreements through a series of
compromises leading to a “consensus.” This can be carried out in discussion groups,
classrooms, management seminars, or in many other settings.
“The objective of the facilitator is to break down barriers and normal
restrictions,” observes Gotcher. “The facilitator (sometimes called the change agent)
uses the ‘consensus process’ [to] stifle sensible protests. This actually results in
‘induced paralysis’ of the objectors [those who seek to defend conventional social
mores and customs].”
“Objectors to the process of ‘consensus’ are made to feel like they are ‘rocking
the boat,’” Gotcher continues. “Those who object to the changes are encouraged to
alter their standards so that ‘they can get along with others.’ The reason given to get
rid of normal standards often is the claim that others are being ‘offended.’” Beguiled
or brow-beaten into sacrificing principles for the sake of social amity, those being fed
through the machinery of the “dialectic process” are carefully led through subtle but
significant compromises intended ultimately “to remake [destroy] human nature.”
…
“As Gotcher points out, dialecticians use.. “harmless” shared deceptions to
lay a crucial predicate: The assumption that there are no absolutes, that reality itself is
subjective, and that what really matters is conforming to the consensus, the will of the
collective. Exercises of this sort, he warns, are being employed in corporate,
professional, health care, educational & management training, as well as in “outcomebased” educational programs.

[Underline added. ‘The assumption that there are no absolutes’ is just another
‘plausible’ promotion that have neither scientific nor logical backing. We
should now be able to see the huge power now generated by this corruption of
independence. AG.]
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“Whether promoted by organizations such as the NEA [National Education
Association], the local Chamber of Commerce, the United Nations, [the] United
Nations Education, Science, and Culture Organization (UNESCO), or through
grant programs such as Goals 2000 and School to Work, this process is having a
direct effect upon all our lives,” observes Gotcher. The purpose is to prepare the
public mind for the onset of the total state, which would by definition be
completely emancipated from all moral and legal restraints.
“The process described by Gotcher works best in relatively small, intimate
settings. But the public at large is also being run through the “dialectic
process” through the instrumentality of prime-time television.
[Gotcher did not say so but it is now clear that the “total state” dictatorship to
be achieved by the dumbing-down manipulation process, gives an ultimate ability to
terminate some 90% of world population. Victims lose touch with reality, in fact
children brought up with TV, exhibit similarities with those raised by animals; with
little grip of human reality they then easily combine in peer-group gullibility.
Deformity of human reality causes fear of change to their comfort zone as needed to
accept human reality. Truth is then frightening. A.G.]
For Instance:
Why we are so often told (every news session and more) that we have
democracy? If we have it why the need of constant reinforcement?
If you find it hard to believe the sordid reality of the “dirty tricks” used to
indoctrinate and undermine our basic humanity, look at the facts presented (here and in
“LifeTruth” literature). We have to face that ‘our’ democracy has legalised through
‘Patriot Acts’ and other legislation, oppression equal to the most extreme of dictators:
the oppression we claim to fear and fight is introduced under excuse of defending our
‘pretend’ democracy from the terrorism our culture promotes.
Legislation of this kind is not confined to the US of A and Australia, it is

common to the ‘free’ world. Such legislation is not enforced when introduced;
that would frighten people. It is there so that despotism has space for gradual
expansion. Also, if authority is exposed in atrocity, or has need to take extreme
measures, it can claim need to use law there for our protection.
But do you know that the US of A Constitution has been (for years)
suspended?” President Roosevelt suspended it in 1933 and every President since
renews this suspension yearly. Meanwhile the Australian Constitution is only kept to
in so far as it serves to reassure the public, Government does not treat it as law.
What we call the Australian Constitution was just a States agreement to unite
Federally. Each State already had a Constitution based on British law and this did not
need repeating in a Federal Constitution subject, by design, to State’s limitation of its
powers. That this, by sedition, is now ignored does not make the change legal. Neither
Commonwealth nor States were set-up to be governed by “Party Systems” or so
governed at their beginnings!
Those saying parliament cannot work without parties display a lack of historic
perception. This also indicates that they are equally part of a brainwashed generation
that has an unreasoned acceptance of mass propaganda as fact. We are all victims of
this.
In our pre-party years ‘independents’ would be ‘pushed’ by community leaders
and biased toward the establishment, but this establishment then was at least national.
Today ‘independents’ are self-chosen and push for ‘personal fixation’ reforms. A
parliament of these would be a battleground.
Also, originally, people did use their natural intelligence and ancestral
experience but, although often misled by lies we were not indoctrinated to futility.
Parents had rights to discipline their children to truth in honest love; as a result most
came to see the need for, and readily accepted, communal responsibilities.
Evidence now shows this breakdown of discipline to be a vital part of the
“dumbing Down” process.
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Globalist control through government controlled education.
Education directs leading philosophy throughout the rest of the community.
Globalist controlled humanist/socialist education and money controlled mass media,
has now mind-set deadly anti-social intellectual deformities.
A political stand-over brought the government of the USA to heel in 1907. By
1910 World Government saw Australia was important enough to need be taken under
control. The “International Bankers” did this in the 1920s, (Book 2 in the LifeTruth’
literature). World events show all nations today as Globalist manipulated.
Integral to increasing control of culture was scientific indoctrination of
‘Humanist philosophy’. The then secretive ‘Globalism’ finally advanced to openly call
itself “Globalism” and proclaim a New World Order. We can no longer say we are not
told but their timing was right; we are now mindset to welcome the consequences.
But the door is still open if we can still open our eyes. A parliament composed
of representatives first chosen as candidates by an enlightened electorate will represent
the people as a whole; the entire parliament is dedicated to the common good rather
than fighting each other for power. From those elected is chosen the administrative
government which will always be a minority in the parliament; if the majority
considers legislation to be not in the national interest, it will be defeated. The entire
parliament works for the common good. Our democratic government is not free to
govern as it likes; it is bound by a Common Law that gives a right of fair justice to
every individual and group. When we, the people, accept our responsibilities it is in
our interests to ensure that minorities ARE protected and that power groups do not get
control.
No government today obeys a democratic constitution! Law no longer defends
justice; it is now there to serve corrupt elements. Globalism suspends revises or, by reinterpretation, makes democracy meaningless to any natural moral thought process.
But, as a community, are we now unable to see meaning in events? Is the information
that makes of us human completely deleted from our culture? A lifetime ago
V.C.Vickers: one-time Deputy Lieutenant of the city of London; Director of Vickers
Ltd; from 1910-19 Governor of the Bank of England, said: “The present order of

our lives is governed and controlled by the governors and controllers of
money ... If an economist from Mars or a little child of ordinary intellect were
told of the present position they would rock with laughter at the blind stupidity
of mankind.”
An important clue to our decline is, that at that time, a child of ordinary
intellect WOULD have been able to understand that situation if it were
explained. Are we really so "dumbed down" as to be unable to understand
simple political and social realities?
If we can still use our inherent intellectual ability we should clearly see
that voting for a representative chosen to represent some other interest is not
what democracy is about. Will those trying to explain that now be laughed at?
We just have to take hold of ourselves and face the fact that every one
who has passed through the education system and been subjected to the folly of
mass-media change agents, is suffering manipulation.
That is no laughing matter! It may in time become a laughing matter if
we now face reality and start learning to use our intellectual gift of reasoning. If
some can do it many can do it. This gift makes of us human! No matter how
deeply buried, a person of ordinary intellect can dig it out and start learning to
use it. The value of being human is enormously greater than the value of any
animal. We have just to face facts and try.
Let us now ask ourselves: "We now fear to govern ourselves?"
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At the time when democracy became the accepted human ideal people used
their natural intelligence; undermining of intellectual ability was not envisaged. Later,
as egotists (power freaks) took over, we failed to recognize a creeping corruption.
Let us now ask ourselves: We can imagine “democracy”?
Democracy means more than self government. It means liberty for mind and
human development! Only when we get to understand ourselves will we avoid deceits
that stifle our development and lead us to destruction. A culture based on false

principles, like a bridge built on false principles; cannot long survive.
Let us now ask ourselves: Can we now tell each other the truth?
“Electorate Chosen” candidates are not independents! Can we survive indoctrination to
false ideology – sly abortion of our human potential – gradual deformity of rational
intelligence – losing our ability to choose in our own best interests? Seeing is
believing; believing is change.
Note: Quotes, with small adjustments, are from www.lietruth.org.au literature.
To end let us remember again how prophetic was Professor Hayek: The Road
to Serfdom: … many who think themselves infinitely superior to the aberrations of
Nazism and sincerely hate all its manifestations, work at the same time for ideals
whose realization would lead straight to that abhorred tyranny.
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